
Wieland Huttner – Everything you always wanted to know about being a group 
leader* (*but were afraid to ask) 
 
Before being a Group Leader 

1. It’s important to distinguish yourself from other postdocs in your field. At 
good institutes, the quality of your papers will be more important than the 
quantity. But there are lots of people with Cell, Science, Nature papers 
who will be applying. So one of the most important factors is originality. 
Age is not technically supposed to be a factor, but in reality, it is. 

2. When should you apply?  
a. After your first great paper? – You must have your first great paper 

accepted before you apply anywhere. 
b. When you see the perfect ad? – As long as you have that paper, 

then go for it. 
c. When your group leader tells you to? When you think it’s right, 

although your group leader tells you not to? – You know your group 
leader well enough to know if they have your best interests at heart 
or only their own, so assess their statements accordingly. Seek 
advice from another mentor, as well. 

3. Where should you apply? Things to consider: 
a. Home country versus foreign country – Where do you have 

connections and know the research community and system?  
b. “Great campus” versus somewhere in the “province” – There are 

obvious advantages to being part of a well-known, prestigious 
research campus. But don’t discount the hidden advantages of 
being at a good “provincial” place. Often, really creative, innovative 
research happens in the province, away from the mainstream. 

4. Things to consider when you are applying: 
a. Should I show my application to my group leader? – It depends on 

the group leader and your relationship with them. But you should 
definitely show it to at least one group leader, whether or not it’s 
your own. 

b. Should I continue in my postdoc field? – Wieland prefers to see a 
non-linear extension of the postdoc work (though this can still be 
successful). Linear extensions can also be dangerous if they put 
you in direct and immediate competition with your postdoc lab. It’s 
best to apply your methodology and know-how to a new question. 
Be a bit courageous. 

c. Whom should I list as references? – You must list your predoc and 
postdoc supervisors as references, even if you had a poor 



relationship with one of them. If you leave one of them off of your 
reference list, it will just raise questions as to why, and that person 
will then probably be contacted anyway.  

d. With whom should I rehearse my job talk? – If you can, and if you 
have a supportive group leader, you should rehearse it with them 
(or at least click through the slides).  

 
When you are a Group Leader 

1. The Research Topic 
a. Choose a truly important scientific question. 
b. Beware of mainstream research and scientific fashion. 
c. Don’t do it just because it is now possible to do it. 
d. Be willing to take risks and be persistent. 
e. Take advantage of the diversity of nature and of disease “models”. 

There is so much out there! Don’t be afraid to choose a new model 
that has amplified the process that you’re interested in. You 
automatically get originality this way. 

2. Group Leader Behaviour 
a. Don’t leave the bench! Many people make the mistake of going into 

the office, writing grants, hiring people, and no longer doing any 
bench work. 

b. Don’t expand your group too much, or too fast. When you start, 
your first postdocs are unlikely to be as good as you. You will be 
your best postdoc. If you delegate the discovery-making to other 
people at the beginning, things will be missed.  

c. Realize the enormous opportunity you have during the first stage of 
your independent career (i.e. before you are “famous”). You can 
decide what you want to investigate and concentrate on your 
science. Once you are “famous,” lots of secondary obligations and 
commitments start to pile on.  

d. Make the best possible use of the limited time you have, therefore: 
Don’t accept everyone and everything, but be selective.  

e. Don’t tell your PhD students and postdocs, “You must work harder.” 
Many make this mistake, and it doesn’t work, and it’s bad for the 
atmosphere. Motivate with honesty and without pressure.  

3. Fundamental Discoveries 
a. …are made by individuals, not by groups. 
b. …come as a surprise, not only to others, but also to the 

discoverer. You have to be open and receptive to see it. 
c. …do not necessarily require novel technology 



d. …are not necessarily published in Nature. 
e. Don’t accept “a strange result” or “it didn’t work.” Finding out why 

may lead to an unexpected discovery.  
 
After you have been a Group Leader 

It’s over! J  You may become a director, or a dean, or a politician, but 
you’ll no longer be doing research. When you’re a group leader, that’s your 
chance to make discoveries that last.  
 
Also, check out the essay “5 Easy Steps to Get Rid of Your Lab” by Gottfried 
(Jeff) Schatz, which Wieland read to us at the end. 


